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• Mostly ideas to work towards solutions!
• Technology is in rapid evolution…
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Moore’s law
• We can no longer rely on frequency 

(CPU clock speed) to keep growing 
exponentially
- nothing for free anymore
- hit the power wall

• But transistors still keeping up to scaling
• Since 2005, most of the gains in single-

thread performance come from vector 
operations
• But, number of logical cores is rapidly 

growing

• Must exploit parallelization to avoid 
sacrificing on physics performance!
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Parallelization paradigms: data parallelism
• Same Instruction Multiple Data model: 
- perform same operation in lock-step mode on an array of elements

• CPU vector units, GPU warps
- AVX512 = 16 floats or 8 doubles
- Warp = 32 threads

• Pros: speedup “for free” 
- except in case of turbo boost
• Cons: very difficult to achieve in large  

portions of the code
- think how often you write ‘if () {} else {}’
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Parallelization paradigms: task parallelism
• Distribute independent tasks across different threads, threads across cores

• Pros: 
- typically easier to achieve than vectorization
- also helps with reducing memory usage
• Cons: 
- cores may be busy with other processes
- need to have enough work to keep all cores 

constantly busy and reduce overhead impact
- need to cope with work imbalance
- need to minimize sync and communication  

between threads
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Emerging architectures

• It’s all about power efficiency
• Heterogeneous systems
• Technology driven by Machine 

Learning applications
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Intel Scalable Processors
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NVIDIA Volta
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Next Generation DOE Supercomputers

• Today - Summit@ORNL: 
- 200-Petaflops, Power9 + NVIDIA Tesla V100
• 2020 - Perlmutter@NERSC: 
- AMD EPYC CPUs + NVIDIA Tensor Core GPUs
- “LBNL and NVIDIA to work on PGI compilers to 

enable OpenMP applications to run on GPUs”
- Edison moved out already!
• 2021: Aurora@ANL
- Intel Xeon SP CPUs + Xe GPUs
- Exascale!
• 2021: Frontier@ORNL
- AMD EPYC CPUs + AMD Radeon Instinct GPUs
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Commercial Clouds
• New architectures are also boosting the performance of commercial clouds
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“Yay, let’s just run on those machines and get speedups”
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“Yay, let’s just run on those machines and get speedups”
• The naïve approach is likely to lead to big 

disappointment: the code will hardly be 
faster than a good old CPU
• The reason is that in order to be efficient on 

those architectures the code needs to be 
able to exploit their features and overcome 
their limitations
• Features: SIMD-units, many cores, FMA
• Limitations: memory, offload, imbalance

• These can be visualized on the roofline plot
- the typical HEP code is low arithmetic intensity…
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Strategies to exploit modern architectures

• Three models are being pursued:
1. stick to good old algorithms, re-engineer them to run in parallel
2. move to new, intrinsically parallel algorithms that can easily exploit architectures
3. re-cast the problem in terms of ML, for which the new hardware is designed

• There’s no right approach, each of them has its own pros and cons
- my personal opinion!

• Let’s look at some lessons learned and emerging technologies that can 
potentially help us with this effort
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Some lessons learned from LHC friends
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Computational Performance

29

Pixel reconstruction consumers can either work directly on the 
GPU or ask for a copy of  the tracks and vertices on the host

N concurrent events
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CMS Patatrack project

• Work started earlier on the LHC experiments to modernize their software
• Still in R&D phase, but we can profit of some of the lessons learned so far
• A few examples:
- hard to optimize a large piece of code: better to start small then scale up
- writing code for parallel architectures often leads to better code, usually more performant 

even when not run in parallel
• better memory management
• better data structures
• optimized calculations

- HEP data from a single event is not 
enough to fill resources
• need to process multiple events 

concurrently, especially on GPUs
- Data format conversions can be bottleneck

https://patatrack.web.cern.ch/patatrack/
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Data structures: AoS, SoA, AoSoA?
• Efficient representation of the data is a 

key to exploit modern architectures

• Array of Structures: 
- this is how we typically store the data
- and also how my serial brain thinks
• Structure of Arrays:
- more efficient access for SIMD operations, 

load contiguous data into registers
• Array of Structures of Arrays
- one extra step for efficient SIMD operations
- e.g. Matriplex from CMS R&D project
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CMS Parallel Kalman Filter

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AOS_and_SOA

AoS

SoA

http://trackreco.github.io/
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Heterogeneous hardware… heterogeneous software?
• While many parallel programming concepts are valid across platforms, optimizing code 

for a specific architecture means making it worse for others
- don’t trust cross platform performance comparisons, they are never fair!

• Also, if you want to be able to run on different systems, you may need to have entirely 
different implementations of your algorithm (e.g. C++ vs CUDA)
- even worse, we may not even know where the code will eventually be run…

• There is a clear need for portable code!
- and portable so that performance are  

“good enough” across platforms
• Option 1: libraries
- write high level code, rely on portable libraries
- Kokkos, Raja, Sycl, Eigen…

• Option 2: portable compilers
- decorate parallel code with pragmas
- OpenMP, OpenACC, PGI compiler

�16 PGI Compilers for Heterogeneous Supercomputing, March 2018
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Array-based programming
• New kids in town already know numpy… and we force them to learn C++
• Array-based programming is natively SIMD friendly
• Usage actually growing significantly in HEP for analysis
- Scikit-HEP, uproot, awkward-array
• Portable array-based ecosystem
- python: numpy, cupy
- c++: xtensor
• Can it become a solution also  

for data reconstruction?
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HLS4ML
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HPC Opportunities for LArTPC
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HPC Opportunities for LArTPC: ML
• LArTPC detectors produce gorgeous images:  

natural to apply convolutional neural network techniques
- e.g. NOVA, uB, DUNE… event classification, energy regression, pixel classification
• LArTPCs can also take advantage of different types of network: Graph NN
• Key: our data is sparse, need to use sparse network models!
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Aurisano et al, 
arXiv:1604.01444

MicroBooNE, arXiv:1808.07269
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HPC Opportunities for LArTPC: parallelization
• LArTPC detectors are naturally divided in different elements
- modules, cryostats, TPCs, APAs, boards, wires
• Great opportunity for both SIMD and thread-level parallelism
- potential to achieve substantial speedups on parallel architectures
• Work has actually started…
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Chapter 1: Overview 1–4

pursued and implemented, independent of the details of the TPC design choice. The development36

of the two detector module designs is a considerable advantage, and it is made possible by the37

convergence of previously separate international neutrino e�orts into the DUNE Collaboration.1

Figure 1.1: 3D models of two 10-kt detectors using the single-phase reference design (left) and the
dual-phase alternate design (right) for the DUNE far detector to be located at 4850L. fig:FarDet-overview-SPDP

Interactions in liquid argon (LAr) produce ionization charge and scintillation light. The electrons2

drift in a constant electric field away from the cathode plane towards the segmented anode plane.3

The prompt scintillation light is observed by photodetectors that provide the absolute time of the4

event. The reference design, described in Chapter
ch:detectors-fd-ref
4, adopts a single-phase readout, in which the5

readout anode is composed of wire planes in the LAr volume. The alternate design, discussed in6

Chapter
ch:detectors-fd-alt
5, considers the dual-phase approach, where ionization charge is extracted, amplified and7

detected in gaseous argon above the liquid surface. The dual-phase design allows a finer readout8

pitch (3 mm), a lower detection-energy threshold, and better pattern reconstruction of the events.9

Both the reference and alternate designs include systems to collect the scintillation light.10

A comprehensive prototyping strategy for both designs is being actively pursued, as described in11

Chapter
ch:detectors-proto
9. The reference design, closer to the original ICARUS design, is currently being validated12

in the 35-t prototype LAr detector at Fermilab (see Section
sec:proto-35t
9.2). The novel alternative design13

approach has been proven on several small-scale prototypes, and a 20-t dual-phase prototype is14

being constructed at CERN, intended for operation in 2016. Full-scale engineering prototypes will15

be assembled and commissioned at the CERN neutrino platform 1; they are expected to provide16

the ultimate validation of the engineered solutions for both far detector designs around the year17

2018.18

A test-beam data campaign will be executed in the following years to collect a large sample of19

charged particle interactions to study the detector response with high precision.20

The deployment of the four 10-kt modules at SURF will take several years and be guided by21

principles detailed in Chapter
ch:detectors-strategy
2. According to this strategy, DUNE adopts the lowest-risk design22

that satisfies the physics and detector requirements and allows installation of the first 10-kt detector23

module as early as possible. Accordingly, the first 10-kt module will implement the reference design.24

A clear and transparent decision process will be adopted for determining the design of the second25

1See CERN Bulletin article at http://cds.cern.ch/journal/CERNBulletin/2014/51/News%20Articles/1975980?ln=en.
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cryostat ceiling (see Figure
fig:tpc-floor-view
4.3).4

Figure 4.4: A view of the partially installed TPC inside the membrane cryostat. The APAs are shown in
red, CPAs are in cyan, field-cage modules in yellow/green. Some of the field-cage modules are in their
folded position against the cathode (providing aisle access during installation). fig:tpc-floor-view

The units of construction of the active detector are the APAs, CPAs and field-cage modules.5

These are modular elements of a size optimized to simplify the manufacture, satisfy commercial6

highway and underground transport requirements, facilitate handling and e�cient installation in7

the cryostat. APAs and CPAs Each element will be fully tested in LN
2

(or LAr) at the assembly8

site. They will be tested again at the far detector site before installation and will be monitored9

continuously during and after installation to detect any failures.10

4.3.2 Anode Plane Assemblies (APA)11
subsec:fd-ref-apa

An APA is constructed from a framework of lightweight, rectangular stainless steel tubing, with12

four layers of wires wrapped on each side of the frame. From the outside in, the first wire layer13

is a shielding (grid) plane, next are two induction planes and the collection plane. The frontend14

electronics boards are mounted on one end of the APA frame and protected by a metal enclosure.15

Volume 4: The DUNE Detectors at LBNF LBNF/DUNE Conceptual Design Report

Chapter 4: Far Detector Reference Design: Single-Phase LArTPC 4–27

The APAs are 2.3 m wide, 6.3 m high, and 12 cm thick. The height is chosen for fabrication16

purposes and compatibility with underground transport limitations. The 2.3-m width is set to fit17

in a standard High Cube container for storage and transport with su�cient shock absorbers and18

clearances.19

Wire Planes20
subsec:fd-ref-wireplanes

APAs are strung with wire of 150 µm diameter copper beryllium (CuBe) alloy for high tensile21

strength, good electrical conductivity, excellent solderability and a thermal-expansion coe�cient22

compatible with that of the stainless steel frame. The wires will be epoxied to fiberglass wire-23

bonding boards and then soldered to copper traces on the boards for electrical connections.24

Four planes of wires cover each side of an APA frame as shown in Figure
fig:tpc-wire-frame-xsect
4.4.1

Figure 4.5: Illustration of the APA wire wrapping scheme (left), and three cross sectional views (right).
At left, small portions of the wires from the three signal planes are shown in color: magenta (U), green
(V), blue (X). The fourth wire plane (G) above these three, parallel with X, is present to improve the
pulse shape on the U plane signals. At right, the placement of the wire planes relative to the stainless
steel frame is shown for di�erent locations on the APA. See Table

tab:wire-parameters
4.2 for wire plane parameters. fig:tpc-wire-frame-xsect

These four planes of wires are labeled, in order from the outside in: G (for grid), U, V and X.2

Table
tab:wire-parameters
4.2 summarizes the key parameters of each of the wire planes.3

The distance between wire planes is 4.76 mm (3/16 inch, a standard printed circuit board thick-4

ness). Each wire plane is biased to a particular voltage such that the ionization electrons from5

Volume 4: The DUNE Detectors at LBNF LBNF/DUNE Conceptual Design Report
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First examples of parallelization for LArTPC

• Art multithreaded and LArSoft becoming thread safe (SciSoft team)

• Icarus testing reconstruction workflows split by TPC
- Tracy Usher@LArSoft Coordination meeting, May 7, 2019

• DOE SciDAC-4 projects are actively exploring HPC-friendly solutions
- more in the next slides…
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Vectorizing and Parallelizing the Gaus-Hit Finder

�23

Sophie Berkman@LArSoft Coordination meeting, June 18, 2019 Integration in LArSoft is underway!

https://computing.fnal.gov/hepreco-scidac4/ 
(FNAL, UOregon)

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/21028/contribution/1/material/slides/0.pdf
https://computing.fnal.gov/hepreco-scidac4/
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Noise filtering on LArIAT data
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https://computing.fnal.gov/hep-on-hpc/  
(FNAL, Argonne, Berkeley,  

UCincinnaty, Colorado State)

J.Kowalkowski@Scalable I/O Workshop 2018

FERMILAB-CONF-18-577-CD

https://computing.fnal.gov/hep-on-hpc/
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/ANLHEP1383/session/12/contribution/7/material/slides/0.pdf
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Oscillation parameter extraction with Feldman-Cousins fits
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https://computing.fnal.gov/hep-on-hpc/  
(FNAL, Argonne, Berkeley, UCincinnaty, Colorado State)

Alex	Sousa	-	University	of	Cincinna6NOvA	Analysis	in	HPC	Environment	-	CHEP	2018	-	Sofia,	Bulgaria	 �12

‣ For	each	point,	need	at	least	4,000	pseudoexperiments	to	generate	
accurate	empirical	distribu2on	
๏ Depends	on	how	large	the	cri2cal	value	corresponding	to	desired	
confidence	level	is	(up	to	3σ	for	NOvA)	

๏ Depends	on	number	of	systema2c	uncertain2es	included	
๏ Compu2ng	Δχ2	for	each	pseudoexperiment	takes	between	"(10	min)	
to		"(1	hour)	for	fits	with	high-level	of	degeneracy

Computa6onal	Challenges

Required No. of 
Points

Minimum No. of 
Pseudoexperiment

s
1,671 6,684,000

‣ Need	Δχ2	distribu2ons	for	each	point	in	sampled	parameter	space.	
Minimal	set	requires:	
๏ 1,200	points	total	for	ten	1D	Profiles,	60	points	each	for	2	octants	of	θ23	
๏ 471	points	total	for	four	2D	Contours,	aqer	op2mizing	for	regions	of	
interest	in	parameter	space	

‣ Previously	done	with	FermiGrid	+	OSG	resources	-	results	obtained	in	~4	weeks	
๏ FermiGrid	provides	a	total	of	~200M	CPU-hours/year	(50%	CMS,	7%	NOvA).	Use	of	OSG	opportunis2c	resources	by	NOvA	
doubles	FermiGrid	alloca2on	(NOvA	total	of	~30M	CPU-hours/year)	

‣ 2018	analysis	includes	new	an2neutrino	dataset	+	longer	list	of	systema2cs	⇒	FermiGrid	+	OSG	not	enough	to	get	to	
results	in	2mely	fashion

Alex	Sousa	-	University	of	Cincinna6NOvA	Analysis	in	HPC	Environment	-	CHEP	2018	-	Sofia,	Bulgaria	 �16

Performance	Results

‣ Second	Run	-	May	24,	2018	
๏ Peaked	at	over	0.71	million	running	jobs	
๏ Second	largest	Condor	pool	ever!	
๏ Ran	for	36	hours,	consumed	20M	CPU-hours	
๏ Over	8.1	million	total	points	analyzed	

‣ First	Run	-	May	7,	2018	
๏ Peaked	at	over	1.1	million	running	jobs	
๏ Largest	Condor	pool	ever!	
๏ Ran	for	16	hours,	consumed	17M	CPU-hours	
๏ Vezed	results	4h	later		
๏ No2ced	apparent	anomalous	behavior	in	fikng	
output,	due	to	aforemen2oned	increased	complexity	
➡ NERSC	running	enabled	us	to	quickly	examine	
anomalies,	add	further	diagnos2cs,	and	fully	validate	
the	results	in	second	run	

A.Sousa@CHEP2018 50x speedup achieved thanks to supercomputer!

https://computing.fnal.gov/hep-on-hpc/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/587955/contributions/2938131/attachments/1685595/2710354/Sousa_SciDac4_NOvA_HPC_CHEP2018.pdf
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Exploit HPC for LArTPC workflows?
• Many workflows of LArTPC experiments could exploit HPC resources
- simulation, reconstruction (signal processing), deep learning (training and inference), 

analysis

• Our experiments operate in terms of production campaigns
- typically at a give time of the year, in advance of conferences
- most time consuming stages are then frozen for longer periods of time, with faster 

second-pass processing repeated multiple times (this is happening now in uB)
- HPC centers are a possible resource for the once/twice-per-year heavy workflows!
• something like signal processing + DL inference?

• See next talk for more discussions on future workflows!
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